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Machining of Large Parts
Maximum precision, for maximum size



For large bearings and rotary unions, we offer chucks specially adapted to the changing requirements for turning, 
milling and fine machining.

Clamping solutions for turning machining: 
We achieve high precision for turning workpieces with centrically clamping chucks. Depending on the size, the 
chucks have 6 or 12 clamping jaws. Their additional centrifugal force compensation ensures the same clamping force 
at high speeds, and therefore maximum precision. Thanks to the built-in quick-change system, minimum setup times 
are guaranteed.

Clamping solutions for drilling machining:
For drilling machining, we recommend centrically clamping key bar chucks. Thanks to the fast adjustable clamping 
jaws, as well as stops, the setup times are reduced to a minimum, even for this machining step.

Product advantages
- Centrically clamping chucks with up to 12 clamping jaws
- Additional centrifugal force compensation
- Efficient quick-changing system
- Horizontal and vertical attachment possible
- Power-actuated or manually actuated
- Matching actuating units available

Turning machining Drilling machining

RÖHM clamping solutions for every wind energy need. 
Machining of large bearings and rotary unions.
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Clamping solutions for fi nish machining:
A precisely centered and deformation-free setup is extremely important, especially for easily deformable workpi-
eces which require turning machining from all three sides within one working operation. By combining the magnetic 
clamping force and deformation-free centering, workpieces of a wide range of sizes and contours can be quickly and 
securely clamped.

Product advantages
- 3-side machining for turning and grinding parts
- Combined magnetic and centering chuck clamping are possible
- Uniform and deformation-free setup
- Reduced setup times of up to 50%
- Manual or power-actuated centering
- Horizontal and vertical attachment possible
- Matching actuating units available

Finish machining

RÖHM clamping solutions for every wind energy need. 
Machining of large bearings and rotary unions.

Finish machining
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These chucks are especially suited for round workpieces with a diameter of up to 1300 mm: 
Particularly for train wheels or wheel flanges, this involves the optimal diameter.

RÖHM clamping solutions provide essential performance here. Thanks to the automated retrofitting process, machi-
ning on both sides can be carried out conveniently to save time. In addition, the clamping range can be quickly and 
automatically adjusted at any time to the changing workpiece sizes.

Product advantages
- Clamping diameter of up to 1300 mm
- Flexible setup for individually changing workpiece size
- Automated jaw adjustment for inner and outer machining
- Horizontal and vertical attachment possible
- Power-actuated or manually actuated

Always firmly on track.
RÖHM clamping solutions for rail traffic.
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Turbines or rollers with large dimensions. In the case of jutting-out workpieces, one can completely rely on the po-
wer chucks from RÖHM. Secure clamping, even for workpiece weights up to 150 tons: We guarantee this with up to 
8 clamping jaws per clamping chuck and a clamping force of up to 50 tons per jaw.

Long machining times of 200+ hours are routine for these chucks. The sustained clamping force is primarily rea-
lized by the manually actuated power spindles in the clamping jaws. Clamping-in is therefore secure and easy. With 
a clamping diameter of up to 3 meters and a maximum workpiece length of 20 meters, our chucks do what they 
promise.

Product advantages
- Chuck diameter up to 5000 mm
- 4 or 8 clamping jaws 
- 50 tons of clamping force per jaw
- Secure clamping thanks to power spindles
- Horizontal and vertical attachment possible
- Manually actuated

Always firmly on track.
RÖHM clamping solutions for rail traffic.

Bundle of power with reserves.
RÖHM clamping solutions for power plants and steel mills.



These clamping fi xtures were specially developed for machining the ends of pipes. With a passage of 650 mm, pipes 
having large diameters can be securely and precisely clamped. 
The clamping chuck is actuated hydraulically, pneumatically or via spring force, according to the machine design. The 
workpieces can be clamped centrically or with compensation, depending on the type of machining.

Smooth-running chucks.
RÖHM clamping solutions for the oil fi eld industry.

RÖHM swivel chuck for 
manufacturing bushings.

Product advantages
- Machining of pipes with large diameter
- Either centric clamping or with compensation
- Hydraulically actuated
- Horizontal and vertical attachment possible
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Our jaw boxes are literally gripping. Whether you have to mechanically fi x large objects under 10 tons or whether 
you work with spindles with power gear ratios up to 30 tons, with our universal clamping devices, even bulky hou-
sings always remain in position.

Our clamping chucks with lifting devices not only clamp workpieces securely and precisely, but 
make it easier to further machine heavy workpieces, thanks to the integrated lifting device. After lifting the work-
piece by the lifting device, the automated change from outer to inner clamping makes the next machining steps 
possible entirely without retrofi tting.

Bulky work pieces tightly gripped.
RÖHM jaw boxes for large, heavy and bulky work pieces.

Advantages of the lifting device
- Effective machining of the outer and inner contours
- Lifting device integrated in the chuck
- Device power-actuated or hydraulically actuated
- Vertical attachment

Advantages of the jaw boxes
- Powerful, universal clamping device
- For holding bulky, large workpieces
- Can be fl exibly used for machine tables 
- Starting from Ø 1200 mm

Integrated intelligence.
RÖHM lifting device - automatically faster.

RÖHM jaw boxes for large, heavy and bulky work pieces.

External clamping Internal clampingLifting device



RÖHM GmbH
Heinrich-Röhm-Straße 50  |  89567 Sontheim/Brenz  |  Germany

Tel  0049 73 25 – 16-0  |  Fax  0049 73 25 – 16-510
info@roehm.biz  |  www.roehm.biz
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